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Abstract
Classification learning requires integrating many properties of the items being learned
including the base-rate probability that a category will occur as well as the salience of
features. Previous research has demonstrated an inverse base-rate effect, in which people
classify an item that has features predictive of both a high base-rate and low base-rate
category into the rarer category. We suggest that this finding reflects that feature salience
plays a greater role in classification than does base-rates. We tested this hypothesis by
demonstrating that manipulations of feature salience determine the classification of
ambiguous stimuli regardless of the underlying base-rates of the categories.
Introduction
A host of studies have demonstrated that human classification performance
generally conforms to base-rate (i.e., relative frequency) ratios when learned from direct
experience (i.e., trial-by-trial exposure to base-rates rather than summary statistics –
Christensen-Szalanski & Beach, 1982; Estes, Campbell, Hatsopoulos, & Hurwitz, 1989;
Gluck & Bower, 1988; Lindeman, Van Den Brink, & Hoogstraten, 1988; Bohil &
Maddox, 2001; Manis, Dovalina, Avis, & Cardoze, 1980). For example, when one of
two categories is presented more frequently than the other during training, transfer
performance usually reflects a tendency to favor the high frequency or common category
response over the low-frequency or rare category response. It is important to understand
people’s sensitivity to base-rates, because they are important in many decision tasks
(Cosmides & Tooby, 1996; Koehler, 1996). In particular, base-rate information is useful
when stimulus features are of little or no help in classifying an item (e.g., in medical

diagnosis, flu-like symptoms could suggest various ailments, with likelihoods shaped by
time of year, patient age and gender, recent outbreaks, etc.).
A striking failure to use base-rate information occurs in the inverse base-rate
effect (IBRE). This effect occurs under a special set of conditions (which we describe in
the next section) in which participants gain direct exposure to base-rates while learning to
classify a set of stimuli, but tend to treat stimuli with one feature of a common category
and one feature of a rare category as members of the rare class. The most prominent
account of the IBRE suggests that the effect is an expected outgrowth of the learning
scenario (Kruschke 1996, 2001, 2003). This theoretical account leads to an interesting
prediction, the confirmation of which is the main objective of the current research.
In the next section, we describe the conditions leading to the IBRE, along with the
details of Kruschke’s (1996) account and the prediction being tested. The results of the
experiment lead to some intriguing follow-up questions about the underlying cause of the
IBRE. We consider these questions in the Discussion section.
The Inverse Base-rate Effect
Medin and Edelson (1988) first described the IBRE in an article exploring the
influence of base-rates on classification judgments. Medin & Edelson’s study utilized a
simulated medical diagnosis task in which participants classified symptom combinations
that signaled various hypothetical diseases (see also Kruschke, 1996). Because the
current research also uses this scenario, the experimental design is described in terms of a
medical diagnosis task. However, the design and results are not confined to this cover
story (see Dennis & Kruschke, 1998; Fagot & Kruschke, 1998; Kalish, 2001).
During training, each stimulus is composed of a pair of symptoms (i.e.,
predictors) and the participant’s task is to provide a diagnosis for the presented pair, with
each response followed by corrective feedback. As shown in Table 1, there are two
general predictor types – perfect and imperfect. Each perfect predictor is associated with
a single disease; each imperfect predictor is associated with two diseases. The imperfect
predictor (I) indicates that either of two diseases is possible. The perfect predictor
unambiguously signals the presence of a single disease, thus alleviating the
indeterminacy of the imperfect predictor. Finally, a critical aspect of this study is that the
diseases differ in base rate. Typically one disease (the common disease) occurs three
times more often than the other (the rare disease). In this paper, we call a perfect
predictor associated with a common disease a perfect common (PC) predictor, and a
perfect predictor associated with a rare disease we call a perfect rare (PR) predictor.
A concrete example helps to clarify the design. Suppose that “headache” and
“nausea” are symptoms of common Disease C, while “headache” and “fever” are
symptoms of rare Disease R. In this example, headache is an imperfect predictor that
indicates the presence of either Disease C or R. Nausea is a PC predictor signifying (with
certainty) that the common Disease C is present. Fever is a PR predictor signifying (with
certainty) that the rare Disease R is present.
During the test phase, participants are shown new combinations of the features.
When presented with an ambiguous stimulus such as predictor I alone, or the
combination I+PC+PR, participants generally respond that the common disease is
present. In contrast, when the equally ambiguous PC+PR combination is presented,
people tend to respond with the rare disease. This pattern of responses has come to be
known as the inverse base-rate effect.
Explaining the Inverse Base-rate Effect

Kruschke (1996) provided a compelling account of the IBRE by positing
differential learning characteristics for common and rare training combinations. For the
Common Stimuli, both the imperfect and perfect predictor become associated with the
common category. For example, both headache (I) and nausea (PC) are learned as good
predictors of Disease C. Because the imperfect predictor becomes associated with the
common disease, only the perfect rare predictor gets a strong association to the rare
disease. This effect is particularly pronounced early in training. For example, when
headache (I) and fever (PR) are presented, the participant may make an error based on the
headache symptom (i.e., respond that common Disease C is present) due to the alreadyformed association between symptom I and Disease C. When the feedback reveals the
error, attention shifts rapidly to the distinguishing feature of the stimulus – to the fever
(PR) symptom. Shifting attention in this way serves to reduce the error rate over trials.
The eventual association between fever (PR) and Disease R is stronger than the
association between nausea (PC) and Disease C. This is because Disease C is strongly
predicted by symptom I as well as by PC, but the total capacity for predictor-association
is limited (and must be divided among the two strong predictors – Kruschke, 1996).
When fever and nausea are presented together during the test phase (i.e., PC+PR), the
stronger association between symptom PR and Disease R governs the response.
Some of the notions involved in Krusckhe’s (1996) explanation are embodied in
findings from the animal learning literature, and have been suggested by previous
researchers beginning with Medin and Edelson (1988) to account for the IBRE (see also
Shanks, 1992; Gluck & Bower, 1988; Markman, 1989; Binder & Estes, 1966, Rescorla &
Wagner, 1972). However, Kruschke was the first to successfully model the IBRE. His
connectionist model, called ADIT (for Attention to Distinctive InpuT), specifically
incorporated the rapid attention shifting mechanism required to develop association
weights capable of mimicking the full range of results from inverse base-rate studies
(Kruschke, 1996, 2001). (A more recent version of the model is discussed below.)
The Current Research
The current research extends the inverse base-rate paradigm. An implication of
Kruschke’s (1996) explanation is that appropriate attention shifts during learning –
attributable to base-rates or otherwise – can produce the predictor-to-class associations
that account for the IBRE.1 Features that evoke rapid attention shifts during learning (for
whatever reason) should eventually dominate classification performance. The research
reported here accepts Kruschke’s attention shifting explanation, and follows-up on this
line of reasoning to examine what makes attention shift in the first place. We wanted to
test the prediction that learning-effects similar to the IBRE can be created using the IBRE
design but with a different attentional manipulations. More specifically, our study
examines the effect of feature salience on classification within the IBRE design.
Operational definitions of salience center on the ability of an item to dominate
attention (for example, see Bock & Clifton, 2000; Gibson & Yuhong, 2001; Yantis &
Egeth, 1999), but there are numerous ways in which salience can be manifested. It can
be endogenous to the features themselves (e.g., intensity attributes like loudness or
brightness may influence attention during learning). In medical diagnosis, symptom
severity could determine salience. Salience could also be rooted in some functional
attribute that pertains to a goal, or it could be a function of surprise; both seem to be
exogenous to the feature itself. The study reported here demonstrates the strong effect
that salient stimulus features can have over classification learning and subsequent
performance.

As will be discussed below, the results of the experiment suggest an interesting
possibility for the IBRE that remains to be tested directly – attention shifting may be due
to greater salience of rare features over common features. In the ADIT model, error
reduction was the mechanism for learning the IBRE trends. Attention was shifted in the
model in order to achieve this goal. More recent models developed by Kruschke
incorporate parameters specifically intended to account for salience effects (Kruschke &
Johansen, 1999; Kruschke, 2001). Although salience effects have been observed and
accounted for in other experimental paradigms, we are not aware of any previous
attempts to manipulate salience in order to mimic the IBRE trends. It is interesting to
note that the ADIT model didn’t require a salience parameter to account for the IBRE,
even though its successor (called EXIT, Kruschke, 2001, 2003) includes such a
parameter. In the Discussion section, we consider the possibility of empirically
distinguishing between these two mechanisms.
Experiment
Three experimental conditions were designed to assess the influence of feature
salience on classification learning. Table 1 displays the abstract design for each
condition. The 3:1 BR, Non-salience condition employed the standard inverse base-rate
design and replicated Kruschke’s (1996) Experiment 1. There were four diseases
composed of six symptoms, a 3:1 base-rate (BR) ratio, and no feature salience (Nonsalience) manipulation. The same design was used in the 3:1 BR, Salience condition,
except that the PC predictors were associated with more serious symptoms than were the
other predictors. This condition tested whether salient PC features could weaken or
reverse the IBRE by generating stronger associations between PC and Disease C than
between PR and Disease R. Finally, in the 1:1 BR, Salience condition, the disease baserates were unbiased. Each of the training diseases was presented with equal frequency.
The feature salience manipulation was applied to two of the perfect predictors (i.e., two
perfect predictors were associated with serious symptoms). For the 1:1 BR, Salience
condition, the salient features are arranged in Table 1 so that they correspond to the PR
predictors in the 3:1 BR, Non-salience condition. This was done to facilitate comparison
of the results for these two conditions in the Results section (see Table 2). Due to the
increased salience of the two perfect predictors, the pattern of results in the 1:1 BR,
Salience condition should mirror those from the 3:1 BR, Non-salience condition. The 1:1
BR, Salience condition tested whether feature salience can influence responding via the
mechanism of rapid attention shifting during learning and lead to the same response
pattern as base-rates.
-----------------------------Insert Table 1 about here
-----------------------------Method
Participants
Thirty University of Texas undergraduate students participated in the 3:1 BR,
Non-Salience condition in exchange for course credit. The remaining participants were
students and staff recruited from the University of Texas community who were paid for
their time. There were twenty-seven participants in the 3:1 BR, Salience condition and
twenty participants in the 1:1 BR, Salience condition.
Stimuli
As Table 1 shows, the design for all three conditions was identical to that used by
Kruschke (1996, Experiment 1), with the exception of the base-rates used in the 1:1 BR,

Salience condition. In each condition, six symptom labels were associated with four
diseases. Table 1 also displays the difference between conditions in terms of seriousness
of the symptoms assigned to each predictor type (the subscript Sal indicates a serious
symptom). A total of eight symptoms were used to generate the training and transfer
stimuli for the three experimental conditions. Six of the symptoms were considered mild.
These included “ear aches”, “skin rash”, “back pain”, “dizziness”, “sore muscles”, and
“stuffy nose”. The two remaining symptoms, “paralysis” and “bleeding ulcers”, were
considered to be of a more serious nature, although this was not independently confirmed
prior to the experiment.
In the 3:1 BR, Non-salience condition, mild symptoms were randomly assigned to
all three abstract predictor types. There were two imperfect predictors (I), two perfect
predictors of common diseases (PC), and two perfect predictors of rare diseases (PR).
During training, each common disease was signaled by an I and a PC predictor (I+PC);
each rare disease by an I and a PR predictor (I+PR). There were two distinct disease
groupings (i.e., sets of common and rare diseases sharing an imperfect predictor – C1 &
R1 and C2 & R2 – see Table 1). In the 3:1 BR, Salience condition, I and PR predictors
were randomly assigned to four of the six possible benign symptoms, while the PC
predictors were assigned to the more serious symptoms. In the 1:1 BR, Salience
condition, the serious symptoms were associated with the PESAL predictors (see Table 1),
while I and PE predictors were randomly chosen from among the six benign symptoms
(PE denotes a perfect predictor with equal base-rates).
During transfer, participants were presented with novel stimulus configurations.
The configurations for the 3:1 BR, Non-salience condition are described here. Table 1
displays the analogous combinations for the 3:1 BR, Salience and 1:1 BR, Salience
conditions. There were nine unique transfer configurations, including the three single
predictor test items (I, PC, or PR presented alone), conflicting tests (PC+PR), and
combined tests (I+PC+PR) as used in previous studies. Additional tests resulted from
combining predictors across groupings, (e.g., PC1+PR2). This type of cross-group pairing
is denoted by the more general term PC+PRo (the subscript o denotes a pairing of
symptoms from “other” disease groupings). Additional cross-group test items included
I+PC+PRo, I+PCo, and I+PRo.
In a dimly lit room, stimuli were presented on a desktop computer monitor and
responses were made on a standard keyboard. The predictor pairs shown during training
were randomly assigned to four disease labels: “F”, “G”, “H”, and “J”. Participants
pressed the corresponding keys to respond. On each trial, symptoms were arranged
vertically on the screen, and the location of each symptom’s appearance varied from trial
to trial.
Procedure
A training phase consisted of fifteen 8-trial blocks totaling 120 trials. The
stimulus presentation order in each block was randomized. On each training trial, a pair
of symptoms appeared onscreen, along with the statement “Diagnose either as F, G, H, or
J”. The time allowed to make a response was unlimited, although if the participant failed
to respond within 15 seconds of stimulus onset a prompt to go faster would appear.
Following a response, the stimulus remained onscreen while feedback was presented.
After a correct response, the word “correct” appeared, while incorrect responses
prompted the word “incorrect”. Regardless of the response, the correct diagnosis was
also presented. Participants could examine the feedback as long as they wished.
Presented along with the corrective feedback was the statement “after you have studied

the feedback, press a key to start the next trial”. During training, the participant received
a break after every 40 trials.
Stimulus presentation during the test phase was the same as during training,
although instead of receiving corrective feedback, each trial was followed by the
statement “your diagnosis has been recorded”. This statement remained onscreen for one
second, followed by the next stimulus. Because there were two disease groupings (i.e.,
sets of common and rare diseases sharing a single imperfect predictor), and nine abstract
transfer combinations (described above), there were a total of 18 unique transfer
combinations. Each of these transfer stimuli was presented twice, for a total of 36
transfer trials in each condition.
Results
Training Phase
Following Kruschke (1996), learning was evaluated based on the final third (40
trials) of training. Because of the precedent for high training accuracy set by previous
research, some data sets exhibiting very low accuracy were omitted from further analysis.
In the 3:1 BR, Salience condition, five data sets were removed. Overall accuracy for this
condition (over the last 40 training trials) after removing these outliers was 95% correct.
Average accuracy for the outliers was 45% correct. In the 1:1 BR, Salience condition a
single outlier was removed. Average accuracy for this condition after removal was 97%
correct. The lone outlier’s accuracy rate was 15% correct.
With the removal of these poor performers, average accuracy rates were similar to
those reported in previous studies (e.g., Kruschke, 1996, Experiment 1). In all three
experimental conditions, average accuracy for common diseases was 98% correct.
Average accuracy for rare diseases was 96%, 92%, and 96% correct for the 3:1 BR, Nonsalience; 3:1 BR, Salience; and 1:1 BR, Salience conditions, respectively. Clearly, with
the exception of the outliers, participants learned to classify the training stimuli at a high
level.
Test Phase
3:1 BR, Non-Salience condition
Table 2 displays transfer response proportions for all three conditions. Based on
the corresponding response frequencies, the significance of each trend was determined by
χ2 test. In the 3:1 BR, Non-salience condition, the major inverse base-rate trends were
replicated. Responding favored the “Rare” response for the conflicting test combinations
[PC+PR: χ2(1, N=120) = 10.862, p<.005; PC+PRo: χ2(1, N=120) = 3.461, .05<p<.1].
Responding favored the “Common” response for the I alone test probes, χ2(1, N=120) =
16.938, p<.005, as well as for the I+PC+PRo test probes, χ2(1, N=120) = 49.814, p<.005.
Although the trend was toward the Rare response for the I+PC+PR probe, this trend was
non-significant, χ2(1, N=120) = 1.242, p>.1. Kruschke (1996, Experiment 1) found a
significant trend toward the Common response for the probe I+PC+PR, although the
trend was much weaker than for the probe I+PC+PRo. This may or may not have been
the case for Medin and Edelson’s (1988, Experiment 1) data (their presented response
proportions were averaged across these two test types). In discussing the difference in
response proportions for these two test cases, Kruschke points out that “they were
evidently construed differently by the participants” (Kruschke, 1996, page 6).
3:1 BR, Salience condition
The trends found in the 3:1 BR, Salience condition were similar to those found in
the 3:1 BR, Non-salience condition with the notable exception of the conflicting test pairs
(e.g., PC+PR). Due to the feature-salience manipulation, responding now favored the

Common disease for both the PC+PR case, χ2(1, N=88) = 5.762, p<.025, and the PC+PRo
case, χ2(1, N=88) = 4.651, p<.05. Responding again favored the Common disease for the
I alone test case, χ2(1, N=88) = 14.098, p<.005, as well as for both combination probes
[I+PC+PR: χ2(1, N=88) = 3.200, .05<p<.1; I+PC+PRo: χ2(1, N=88) = 46.694, p<.005].
Apparently, making the PC predictors more salient than the other predictor types had a
strong enough impact to disrupt the normally robust IBRE.
1:1 BR, Salience condition
In the 1:1 BR, Salience condition, performance trends mirrored those found in the
3:1 BR, Non-salience condition (the standard inverse base-rate task) despite the absence
of a base-rate manipulation during training. As predicted, conflicting test pairs elicited a
strong response trend toward diseases corresponding to salient (PESAL) predictors
(analogously Rare categories in the 3:1 BR, Non-Salience condition – see Table 1),
[PE+PESAL: χ2(1, N=76) = 8.000, p<.005; PE+PEoSAL: χ2(1, N=76) = 11.845, p<.005].
Presenting I probes alone elicited a significant trend toward diseases corresponding to
non-salient (PE) predictors (analogously Common categories in the 3:1 BR, NonSalience condition), χ2(1, N=76) = 6.667, p<.01. As expected, there was a (nonsignificant) trend toward the non-salient-category (analogously Common) response for
the I+ PE+PEoSAL test case, χ2(1, N=76) = .352, p>.05. However, there was a strong
trend toward the salient-category (analogously Rare) response for the I+ PE+PESAL case,
χ2(1, N=76) = 22.222, p<.005.
With unbiased base-rates in the 1:1 BR, Salience condition, the trends toward the
Salient-Disease (analogously Rare) response for conflicting test cases (PE+PESAL &
PE+PEoSAL) are apparently due to higher salience of the PESAL predictors. The effect on
attention during training may have been so large, however, that the PESAL symptoms
dominated responding every time they were presented. This could account for the trend
toward the Salient-Disease response when shown test probe I+ PE+PESAL, but the trend
toward the Non-Salient-Disease (analogously Common) response to probe I when
presented alone. According to the attention-shifting theory, the IÆNon-Salient-Disease
(Common) association should be stronger than the IÆSalient-Disease (Rare) association,
owing to the greater attention to PESAL than to PE during training. The strong association
between PESAL and the Salient-Disease response erodes the association strength between
I and the salient disease, leaving the IÆNon-Salient-Disease association relatively
stronger.
Taken together, the experimental results support the notion that attention-shifts in
response to high feature-salience can strongly influence learning. Not only did the IBRE
disappear when attention shifted toward PC predictors in the standard IBRE task (the 3:1
BR, Salience condition), but analogous trends appeared when attention was shifted
appropriately in complete absence of unequal base-rates (the 1:1 BR, Salience condition).
This support for our prediction, based on Kruschke’s (1996) attention-shifting theory,
leads to some interesting questions about the IBRE which are considered in the
Discussion section.
-----------------------------Insert Table 2 about here
-----------------------------Discussion

The results reported here demonstrate a pronounced influence of feature-salience
on classification learning and subsequent judgments. As predicted by Kruschke’s
attention-shifting theory (Kruschke 1996, 2001, 2003), salient features clearly dominated
responding and led to an effect analogous to the IBRE.
Rare-feature salience
Given the similarity in design between the current study and past inverse base-rate
experiments, it is tempting to speculate that similar processes underlie both the featuresalience and base-rate effects. The logical conclusion of this speculation is that, the
IBRE reflects that rare features are more salient than common features. If the rare
features are more salient (i.e., garner more attention from the learner), then a reasonable
expectation would be that rare (i.e., more salient) features are better learned, and perhaps
more easily brought to mind, than are common ones. Although the data from the current
study do not provide a direct test of this possibility, there is evidence to suggest the
plausibility of this idea. In Kruschke’s (1996, Experiment 1) study, participants learned
the rare items in far fewer presentations than the common items (about 10 and 21
presentations, respectively).
One explanation for this result might be what is termed “eliminative inference”,
which constitutes the major opposition to the attentional theory (Juslin, Wennerholm, &
Winman, 1999, 2001). The idea behind eliminative inference is that once participants
learn the common categories, responses to rare stimuli can be partially inferred (at least
the number of possibilities can be narrowed down) by process of elimination since there
are a limited number of response alternatives. Kruschke has demonstrated the inadequacy
of this account, although he has not ruled out the possibility that it may play some role in
the IBRE (Kruschke 2001, 2003). Another possible explanation could be that rare events
evoke surprise, which serves to focus attention (Kamin, 1969; Wagner, 1978). Shanks
(1992) based a connectionist account of the IBRE on this notion. Shanks’ model
modified association weights in a manner similar to Kruschke’s ADIT model, with
attention-shifting based on the degree to which a stimulus was expected. Although this
model was able to fit the IBRE trends qualitatively, it was rejected on the grounds that it
was unable to account for other related base-rate phenomena (in addition to providing an
inferior qualitative account compared to ADIT, the model failed to account for the effect
known as “apparent base-rate neglect” – Kruschke, 1996, pp. 21-22).
A more direct test may be required to determine whether rare features are indeed
more salient (garner more attention) than common features. A simple test might employ
the standard IBRE training regime (participant learns to classify two-feature stimuli
followed by corrective feedback), followed by a new type of testing phase. At test, the
stimulus labels would be presented one at a time and the participant’s task would be to
name the corresponding features (e.g., for a presentation of “Disease C”, the correct
response would be the appropriate I and PC features). A reasonable prediction based on
the rare-feature salience hypothesis would be that participants should exhibit better
(quicker and/or more accurate) recall for PR features than for PC features, despite having
more exposures to the PC features.
Salience vs. error minimization
As stated earlier, an important mechanism in the ADIT account is error reduction.
The model implies that the participant shifts attention to minimize error, which ultimately
affects the stimulus-response associations in a way that leads to the IBRE. The ADIT
model cannot account for the salience effect, but EXIT (a recent extension of ADIT –
Kruschke 2001, 2003) can because it has a salience parameter. This is interesting

because this parameter isn’t required to account for the IBRE trends. The two accounts,
salience and error reduction, are confounded in the IBRE task – it is difficult to know
whether there is a salience mechanism at work along with the error-reduction mechanism.
However, the two mechanisms could possibly be de-confounded. If the IBRE can be
obtained in absence of error-driven learning, then the salience parameter would be the
only way to account for this effect. Such an experiment might utilize an observationallearning task in order to eliminate overt error-driven learning. Of course, learning may
still be error driven to some extent in the mind of the participant.
In sum, the current work supports the prediction, based on Kruschke’s attentionshifting account, that any stimulus element that can cause attention to shift appropriately
can lead to a learning effect analogous to the IBRE. It also demonstrates the strong
influence of feature salience on classification learning. Finally, it lays the groundwork to
pursue interesting follow-up questions pertaining to the possibility that something like the
salience effect is at work in the IBRE. On this view, the IBRE is a marker of the
differential salience of the common and rare predictors. It is important to note that this
salience account is not at odds with Kruschke’s theory of attention shifting. Although the
salience view conflicts with the ADIT model instantiation of the attention-shifting theory,
it is in concordance (at least to some degree) with the EXIT model instantiation. Our
goal is simply to capitalize on what the various theory instantiations can tell us about the
underlying reasons for the attention shifting phenomenon.
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Footnote
Order of training-stimulus presentation has been shown to be a critical factor in
generating the IBRE, rather than unequal base-rates per se (Kruschke, 1996, Experiment
2). In the context of the learning task, however, manipulating the order of presentation is
essentially equivalent – from the perspective of the learner – to having unequal baserates.
1

Table 1
Abstract Design of Experimental Conditions
Training Trials
3:1 BR, Non-Salience
3:1 BR, Salience
1:1 BR, Salience
Disease
(Frequency) Symptoms
(Frequency) Symptoms
(Frequency) Symptoms
1 (C1)
(3) I1 + PC1
(3) I1 + PC1SAL
(2) I1 + PE1
2 (R1)
(1) I1 + PR1
(1) I1 + PR1
(2) I1 + PE1SAL
(3) I2 + PC2
(3) I2 + PC2SAL
(2) I2 + PE2
3 (C2)
4 (R2)
(1) I2 + PR2
(1) I2 + PR2
(2) I2 + PE2SAL
Transfer Trials
3:1 BR, Non-Salience
3:1 BR, Salience
1:1 BR, Salience
Single
I, PC, PR
I, PCSAL, PR
I, PE, PESAL
Conflicting
PC + PR (or PRo)
PCSAL + PR (or PRo)
PE + PESAL (or PEoSAL)
Combined
I + PC + PR (or PRo)
I + PCSAL + PR (or PRo) I + PE + PESAL (or PEoSAL)
Other
I + PCo, I + PRo
I + PCoSAL, I + PRo
I + PEo, I + PEoSAL
Note: C = Common Disease, R = Rare Disease, I = Imperfect predictor, PC = Perfect
Common predictor, PR = Perfect Rare predictor, PE = Perfect Equal-base-rate predictor,
subscript Sal denotes salient feature, subscript 1, 2, or o denotes grouping, and
(Frequency) shows the number of presentations in each block of 8 training trials (see text
for details).

Table 2
Transfer Response Proportions by Condition
3:1 BR, Non-Salience
R
Co
0.275
0.033
0.025
0.008
0.908
0.025

Symptoms
I
PC
PR

C
0.633
0.933
0.025

PC+PR
I+PC+PR

0.325
0.433

0.617
0.533

0.050
0.025

0.008
0.008

I+PCo
I+PRo
PC+PRo
I+PC+PRo

0.308
0.183
0.400
0.783

0.075
0.042
0.008
0.050

0.575
0.025
0.025
0.008

0.042
0.750
0.567
0.158

I
PCSAL
PR

C
0.659
0.989
0.011

3:1 BR, Salience
R
Co
0.273
0.034
0.000
0.000
0.932
0.023

Ro
0.034
0.011
0.034

PCSAL +PR
I+ PCSAL +PR

0.602
0.545

0.352
0.364

0.011
0.057

0.034
0.034

I+ PCoSAL
I+PRo
PCSAL +PRo
I+ PCSAL +PRo

0.148
0.182
0.602
0.841

0.057
0.114
0.011
0.011

0.784
0.011
0.011
0.023

0.011
0.693
0.375
0.125

I
PE
PESAL

NS
0.526
0.908
0.079

1:1 BR, Salience
S
NSo
0.263
0.118
0.039
0.053
0.855
0.026

So
0.092
0.000
0.039

PE+ PESAL
I+ PE+ PESAL

0.316
0.211

0.632
0.737

0.026
0.053

Symptoms

Symptoms

0.026
0.000

Ro
0.058
0.033
0.042

I+ PEo
0.184
0.171
0.632
0.013
I+ PEoSAL
0.079
0.105
0.026
0.789
0.276
0.026
0.039
0.658
PE+ PEoSAL
0.500
0.066
0.000
0.434
I+PE+ PEoSAL
Note. I = imperfect predictor, PC = perfect-common predictor, PR = perfect-rare
predictor, C = common response, R = rare response, NS = non-salient-disease response, S
= salient-disease response, Subscript o refers to the “other” disease grouping (see text for
details).

